
Branding 
Guide
for Coworking spaces



DO YOU NEED ONE?

It will make your marketing strategy and
communication effective and daily tasks easier. It will
be the one central place where anyone from your
team, press, members etc. can find everything at
once. No more searching for fonts or colours that look
the most similar (because who can remember the hex
codes).

WHY IS TIME SPENDING ON
BRANDING WORTH IT?
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Is time spent on creating brand guidelines worth it? 
Yes!

Even if I am a small space with only a few employees? 
Yes! 

Even if the whole coworking team is just me? 
Yes! 

No matter the size, there are always significant benefits from having
brand guidelines. 

They keep your brand consistent, recognisable and trustworthy.



GET THE TEMPLATE
HERE

 

 

WHAT SHOULD A BRANDING

GUIDE INCLUDE:

We will cover all this and you can also download
templates for your own coworking space, where
you just fill the blanks!

Brand story

Brand name

Colours

Logo

Typography

Brand voice

Imagery

Brand architecture
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Brand 
Story

Introduce your space, what is unique
about it and what is its purpose. It will
give meaning to all your branding
choices later. 

HOW IT ALL STARTED
The first steps of any business are always unique and
exciting to learn about. Put down why you started your
coworking space and how it became what it is now. 

It will not only be interesting reading but especially your
community managers and anyone in a member-facing
position will realise how much their everyday work is rooted
in the very purpose of the company. And how important it is
to communicate the right way. 

It also makes great marketing content :)

Example:
Burberry
history timeline
- yours might
not be as long,
but it definitely
has exciting
moments.

https://issuu.com/lydiawarren/docs/burberry_brand_book


Example: Gym Shark mission, vision and values
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Do you already have a mission, vision and values written
down? Put it here.

By clearly stating the values of your business you are not
only setting direction for the future development of your
space on the highest strategy level, but also giving your
employees the shortest and most important guide on how
to behave and represent your space. 

MISSION, VISION AND
VALUES

If you haven’t got your mission, vision and values stated yet,
it is a good exercise and reason to think of the purpose of
your coworking space (which is sometimes easy to forget
when too occupied with daily operations). It will help you
clarify your market positioning, unique selling points, and
what you do differently compared to your competitors.

Here you can find a great guide to help you set your
mission, vision and plenty of examples to inspire you. 

https://issuu.com/helenaevison/docs/gym_shark_brand_book__1_
https://www.clearvoice.com/blog/difference-between-mission-vision-statement-examples/#:~:text=Definition%20of%20vision%20and%20mission,Mission%2C%20vision%2C%20values.
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HOW DO YOU MAKE 
YOUR MEMBERS FEEL 
Share how you want your members to feel when they are
in your space.

What their experience is like and what are the words they
associate with you? Welcoming, creative, professional,
luxurious, friendly, original, productive, chilled, community,
innovation,...

Example: Nike Women word associations

Consistent branding increases a person’s emotional attachment.

(Source)

The word ‘brand’ originates from the old german/english word

to burn. Farmers used to burn their cattle with hot irons to

indicate ownership with a symbol. (Source)

Fun facts: 

https://issuu.com/miriamrodriguezjuarez/docs/brand_book__nike_women._final.
https://rootmarketing.com/23-thought-provoking-facts-about-design/
https://www.plugandplaydesign.co.uk/13-fun-facts-you-wish-you-knew-about-branding/


Example: Zoom positioning

LinkedIn profile
Instagram bio
Facebook page
Twitter bio
TikTok bio

120 characters
150 characters
155 characters
160 characters
80 characters

There are so many places online that ask for a few sentences about your coworking space, such as any coworking directories you
sign up for. So save yourself and your team time and effort and put together a few different-length descriptions of your coworking
space they can simply copy and paste.

This will keep the consistency of your brand and no benefits of your space will be left out. Remember to consider SEO, and be
sure to put your keywords in the text.
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DESCRIPTION - POSITIONING

https://cdn.brandfolder.io/AMC8F81D/at/pp5kp9nhs8rgftkfs5cf6hp/Partner-Brand-Guide.pdf
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Brand 
Name

Introduce your brand name, explain how you came up with it
and why it represents your coworking space the best. 

Is your name a made-up one, has unique spelling, unusual
pronunciation or are some letters capitalised? Put it all down.
You can even give examples of how it shouldn’t be used to
make it super clear.

INTRODUCTION



Example: Starbucks name origin

Example: Squarespace spelling

DOS AND DON'TS
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Example: Virgin name origin

https://www.starbucks.com/about-us/
https://www.squarespace.com/press-spelling
https://www.virgin.com/about-virgin/virgin-group


01
3 There will be 5-7 brand interactions before a consumer remembers a

brand (Source)

Fun fact: 
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Logo
Your logo is the thing people should
immediately recognise and connect
with your coworking space when
they see it. 

If you don’t have a logo yet, it is a good practice to have a
look at your competitors to make sure it is not too similar to
avoid any confusion. Also, the colour of your logo plays a big
role in how your brand is perceived. Have a look at it more in-
depth here.

Explain why the logo looks like it does and provide a link to
your folder where can your employees or anyone else (for
example members who want to share online they are working
from your space) get good quality logos.

OVERVIEW

https://venngage.com/blog/branding-statistics/
https://medium.com/marketing-and-entrepreneurship/the-psychology-of-logo-color-in-how-consumers-view-your-brand-d3afe84f2bdb
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Example: Google logo colours specifications

Example: Tesla logo variations

Example: Twitter logo don’ts

HOW TO USE THE LOGO
Even though it seem like a thing not worth mentioning, it is
important to set up rules on how the logo should be used:

Hex, RGB and CMYK codes of colours in the logo (it
can seem excessive to have all three specifications,
they are necessary if you are working with a graphic
designer)

Approved versions of the logo - do you have one in
colour and one in black and white, or do you use
different logo colours for different services you provide?
Put all of them here.

Don’t for the logo - It is common to also show examples
of how not to use the logo.

Size and spacing around your logo - define the smallest
size of your logo and how much space should be left
around. This way you will make sure it stands out
wherever it is used and won’t blend with other imagery
or text.

Example: Snapchat logo spacing

Hex

RGB

CMYK

Pantone

https://www.behance.net/gallery/9028077/Google-Visual-Assets-Guidelines-Part-1
https://www.chargerlink.com/TeslaGuidelines.pdf
https://about.twitter.com/content/dam/about-twitter/en/brand-toolkit/downloads/twitter-external-brand-guidelines-01272021.pdf
https://support.snapchat.com/en-GB/a/ghost-logo-usage
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Background colour - should your logo be displayed only
on a white background or changed if used on different
background

Example: Regus logo background dos don’ts

95% of top brands only use two colours in their logo. (Source)

65% of brands have the colours blue and red in their logos. (Source)

The oldest logo still in use was made in 1366 - Stella Artois. (Source)

Estimates suggest that every day 6,000 logos pass across our field

of vision, trying to communicate their messages and tell us their

stories. (Source)

Fun fact: 

https://work.iwgplc.com/Giudelines/Regus%20Brand%20Identity%20and%20Style%20Guide-2018-V3_2.pdf
https://venngage.com/blog/branding-statistics/
https://www.logodesign.net/famous-logos-meanings-and-fun-facts
https://truelist.co/blog/logo-facts/
https://www.plugandplaydesign.co.uk/13-fun-facts-you-wish-you-knew-about-branding/


Example: Collabor8te logo 

Consistent branding across all channels can

increase revenue by 23%. (Source)

Fun fact: 

OTHER BRAND ITEMS
You might have other brand elements that represent your
coworking space that you want to be used properly. 

Probably the most famous example would be Facebook
Thumb icon or Coca-Cola bottle image. 

Example: Coca-Cola bottle

ICON
There are formats when the full logo doesn’t look the best,
for example, the Collabor8te logo would be too small on 
a LinkedIn profile, and it would be hard to read. In this
situation, an icon is a great option. 

It can be a part of your current logo or a shortened version
of it. 

Example: Collabor8te icon

1212

https://collabor8te.co.uk/
https://venngage.com/blog/branding-statistics/
https://venngage.com/blog/branding-statistics/
https://imborrable.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/BRANDBOOK-COCACOLA.pdf
https://collabor8te.co.uk/
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Colours
Colours improves brand recognition
by up to 80%. That is a lot and it is
not that difficult to do. You just need
to be consistent with them.

PRIMARY COLOURS
Three to five is the recommended amount of primary
colours the brand uses. One light colour for backgrounds, 
a darker colour for text, a neutral hue and a bold one that
pops, for example for call to action buttons. 

To choose and combine your colours you can use online
tools such as Coolors or Color Hunt to help you with it.

Example: Heineken colour palette

(Source)

https://www.forbes.com/sites/gabrielshaoolian/2018/08/10/10-marketing-web-design-branding-statistics-to-help-you-prioritize-business-growth-initiatives/?sh=56e14dc5d708
https://coolors.co/
https://colorhunt.co/
http://superfinedesign.net/kcc/files/Heineken_StyleGuide.pdf
https://www.forbes.com/sites/gabrielshaoolian/2018/08/10/10-marketing-web-design-branding-statistics-to-help-you-prioritize-business-growth-initiatives/?sh=56e14dc5d708


SECONDARY COLOURS
It is easy to find yourself running out of colours if you are using them for example for
colour coding the events. (Each type of event you run can have a different colour so 
your members know from the first moment if a poster is for a social or networking
event.)

It is useful to choose secondary colours that will give you more options. If followed
diligently, they won’t harm your brand recognition and make your communication clearer
and quicker.

Example: Trello secondary colour palette14

https://atlassian.design/foundations/color/


90% of users expect to have the same branding across all

platforms/channels. (Source)

Fun fact: 

Example: Nexudus colour combinations

COLOUR RATIOS
You can also stipulate how much of each colour should
be used. 

Example: Regus colour palette

COLOUR COMBINATIONS
If you want to be more specific, you can also specify 
text-background colour combinations.

It has not only an aesthetic value but this way you make 
sure that your written communication is accessible to
everyone everywhere. Use contrasting colours for the text
so for example if viewed only in black and white colours, 
it is still readable. 

Quick way to see your website or any online artwork in greyscale,
is to use GreyScale, a simple Chrome Extension. You can also
find out more about accessibility in design here.

15

https://venngage.com/blog/branding-statistics/
https://www.nexudus.com/nexudus-brand-guidelines-Nov20.pdf
https://work.iwgplc.com/Giudelines/Regus%20Brand%20Identity%20and%20Style%20Guide-2018-V3_2.pdf
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/greyscale/niolddlmnndioenelnjaimkigacoejjn/related
https://www.smashingmagazine.com/2018/04/designing-accessibility-inclusion/#:~:text=To%20design%20for%20accessibility%20means,from%20different%20cultures%20and%20countries.
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TEXTURES AND
PATTERNS 

It is becoming more and more common
to use a pattern as one of your branding
elements. As everything else, it should
have a connection to your brand and
convey a meaning or feeling of your
space. 

It can also be easily repeated in a
physical space, for example on the
wallpaper in some of your rooms. 

Example: Dragon CoWorking is using a dragon
pattern on their website and social media.

16

https://dragoncoworking.co.uk/
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Typography

When we talk generally about fonts, we actually mean
typography in general, but in design we need to
differentiate typefaces and fonts. While a typeface is a set
of design features for letters and other characters (Times
New Roman, Calibri, Arial,...), a font is a variation in the
weight and size of a typeface (bold, italic,...).

Most of the time we don’t realise that we are connecting
specific typography with brands, just like colours or logos.
So even though we might not be able to name the brand
only by a typeface, we will notice when it changes it or the
brand is using it inconsistently. 

Some of the biggest brands even turned a unique typeface
into a logo. They don’t need any icons or images added
and yet we immediately recognise the brand, even if it says
something other than the company’s name.  

Example: Marvel and Vogue  ogo

OVERVIEW

https://www.marvel.com/
https://www.vogue.co.uk/
https://www.vogue.co.uk/
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PRIMARY AND
SECONDARY FONTS
It is common to have 2-3 typefaces. One or two which stand
out should be used for headlines and one for regular text. 
Or you can use a different style of the same font, just
change the weight or size of it.

Example: Nespresso typography

If you don’t have your fonts chosen yet, you can browse
hundreds of free fonts here. 

Or if you want to dig deeper here is a great article about
choosing the right font. It is a good practice to pick a
different font than the one in your logo since the contrast will
help it stand out.

https://issuu.com/nel.grigelova/docs/nespresso_brand_book_
https://fonts.google.com/
https://www.columnfivemedia.com/how-to-find-brand-typography/


73% of famous logos use sans serif font. (Source)

Fun fact: 

FONT USAGE
In your brand guide, you should not only name the
typefaces but if you have a custom one, there should also
be a way for your employees to access it. 

Not all the apps and software, such as Canva or Photopea,
have your font, so name a backup font to avoid using a lot
of different ones.

You can also put down instructions on the use of individual
typefaces, their alignment, scaling and spacing.
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Example: LinkedIn typography

https://www.logodesign.net/famous-logos-meanings-and-fun-facts
https://www.canva.com/en_gb/
https://www.photopea.com/
https://brand.linkedin.com/content/brand/global/en_us/index/visual-identity/typography
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Brand
Voice

Your communication style should be the same throughout
your channels no matter if you are creating a social media
post or sending an email to a member of yours, even though
they are written by different people. 

CONSISTENCY
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Make sure that you are calling the same thing with one
name and avoid describing one thing with several different
terms. It can happen easily for example with memberships -
somewhere you use their name and then call it by the
number of hours they include or the name of the office the
membership is connected to. It can create confusion and
might even lead to the loss of the lead.

You can create a small glossary of terms you are using so
even a brand new employee will know what you are talking
about and how to use the words correctly.

For example, you have a word for your members such as in
Impact Hub where they are called Hubbers. Or you have the
unusual names of roles in your space such as an Office
Angel, Big Chief etc. You avoid a lot of misunderstandings
by describing these terms. 

Example: Skype wording

Example: Buffer tone of voice

GLOSSARYYou can put down how the writing should feel - professional,
breezy, witty, friendly, formal. Do these sound similar to
those you described how you want your members to feel in
the space? Great, it means you are consistent!

 And include also words you want or don’t want to be used
in your communication. 

71% of companies list customer confusion as the biggest negative

impact of an inconsistent brand. (Source)

Fun fact: 

https://issuu.com/isabelsigaris8/docs/skype_brandbook
https://lp.buffer.com/buffer-brand-kit#Voice-and-tone_2
https://www.growth-rocket.com/blog/9-crucial-branding-mistakes-to-avoid/#:~:text=Among%20the%20study's%20200%20participants,company%20as%20unprofessional%20and%20untrustworthy.
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Example: Reddit vocabulary

Put down also a few sentences on formatting, spelling and
grammar. Even though it sounds trivial, it is not a bad idea
to mention for example:  

 
Grammarly, Ginger and Slick are great writing

assistants that will highlight spelling and grammar
mistakes (free versions available).coworking is spelt together or co working  or             

 co-working
if your membership name consists of two words - are
both capitalised?
what format do you use for time and date - 3 AM or
15:00, 6/21/2022 or 21st June 2022?
in email communication - Kind regards with or without
a comma in the end?

GRAMMAR

https://www.redditinc.com/assets/images/site/reddit_brand_guidelines_version_2021_web.pdf
https://app.grammarly.com/
https://www.gingersoftware.com/
https://www.slickwrite.com/#!home
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Imagery

IMAGES
They can make or break your website. Just like anything
else we spoke about so far, even the style of your images
should be consistent and reflect your space. 

For example, if your space is bright and minimalistic, 
the images shouldn’t be dark and too decorated. You can
also set a filter that should be applied to all of them or even
camera settings.

A good idea is to show examples of what images align with
your brand or create a mood board. It doesn’t matter if 
the images are not yours, they can be from anywhere. What
is important is that they will convey the feeling that you want
people to get when they come to your space.
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ICONOGRAPHY
Are you using icons in your space or have a dedicated icon
for each of your memberships? Be consistent with their
usage and their appearance to avoid confusion. Create 
a collection of them with clear instructions which icon
represents what.

Even though some icons are very simple, such as a cup 
of coffee, there are so many styles of them - outlined,
coloured, filled, hand drawn etc. Don’t dilute your message
by mixing different ones. 

Great place to find icons of the various styles is icons8.com.

To make it easier for anyone working on your marketing and
communications, give them access to the images you want
them to use. 

It is also common that members share images of their
coworking/office space on their own website and on social
media. So why not allow them to access the images you
want them to be using. The same can be applied to the
press and bloggers. This way the imagery will be under your
control and consistent.

Example: Gud Times coworking moodboard Example: Jamie Oliver imagery use

People fix and perceive pictorial elements like icons and illustrations

60,000 times faster than text. (Source)

Over 90% of the transmitted information to the brain is visual.

(Source)

Fun facts: 

https://icons8.com/
https://issuu.com/corinnealexandra/docs/gt-brandguide
https://issuu.com/joaodiogo/docs/frv-brand-guidelines-_final_
http://www.3rd-force.org/meetingnetwork/readingroom/meetingguide_pres.html
https://rootmarketing.com/23-thought-provoking-facts-about-design/
https://rootmarketing.com/23-thought-provoking-facts-about-design/
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Brand
Architecture

If your company includes more than one brand, for example,
you have more locations and each is positioned and
therefore branded differently you should be clear about their
hierarchy. It will be much easier for your marketing team 
to use the appropriate logos, colours etc. for different
communication channels and messages.

Example: Impact Hub logos

https://www.behance.net/gallery/56601003/Impact-Hub-Branding-Guidelines-Poster


Document

Canva

Simplified
Document

Simplified 
Canva

The most important message?

Be consistent!

There is nothing else more harmful to your brand than if you are sending mixed
messages to your members and leads. 

So put together your brand guide and make it easy for yourself and everyone in your
space to use the correct colours, typefaces and imagery.
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Sum Up

Download your template here and just fill the blanks.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1GDEIOu_sQCtdri7YC-bj15Wz6qhaBadt3xUsOD6y7RA/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.canva.com/design/DAFNWHi-RvE/B5VzM8v01cudD1f1RSVk5g/view?utm_content=DAFNWHi-RvE&utm_campaign=designshare&utm_medium=link&utm_source=publishsharelink&mode=preview
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1U61sdgOEXpuQFbnQFELeJBmsvUB291xTx7iiLtfAFlg/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.canva.com/design/DAFNVGNLaLQ/Olv5glNhEBbKfbA--98ZGw/view?utm_content=DAFNVGNLaLQ&utm_campaign=designshare&utm_medium=link&utm_source=publishsharelink&mode=preview
https://www.canva.com/design/DAFNVGNLaLQ/Olv5glNhEBbKfbA--98ZGw/view?utm_content=DAFNVGNLaLQ&utm_campaign=designshare&utm_medium=link&utm_source=publishsharelink&mode=preview
https://www.canva.com/design/DAFNVGNLaLQ/Olv5glNhEBbKfbA--98ZGw/view?utm_content=DAFNVGNLaLQ&utm_campaign=designshare&utm_medium=link&utm_source=publishsharelink&mode=preview


Spend more time with your members, not with
spreadsheets. We can help you run your space smoothly
and efficiently at any stage of your business.

We’re coworking operators who have been using Nexudus
for 8+ years, and accredited experts on the software,
having trained to Legend status. 

You can ask us to take care of the whole set-up from start
to finish or work with you on just one project to enhance
your use of the platform.

www.nextlevelcoworking.com/

Take your coworking space to the next level!

Get in touch to find out how can we help your
coworking space.
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https://nextlevelcoworking.com/

